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PURPOSE

RPPS ACS

The system for the preparation and pumping of reagents RPPS 
ACS integrates the technological equipment in the reagent 
department into a common complex. The system allows to 
implement complex and group preparation of reagents with 
different physical and chemical characteristics, as well as to 
transport ready-made reagents on demand from the dosing 
department.

System provides:
+ monitoring of solution preparation in the required 

concentration and transportation of the finished reagent to 
the dosing site,

+ reducing the influence of the human factor on the process,
+ reducing the time of personnel working with aggressive 

reagents,
+ forecast of raw material costs in production, which makes it 

possible to accurately draw up material and technical 
support of the plant,

+ reduction of financial costs due to a clear planning of design 
and preparation works, taking into account the 
accumulated motor hours.



SYSTEM CONTROLS:

RPPS ACS

Reagents supply to the dissolving tank:
+ time delay for dissolution,
+ precise supply of water for dissolution,
+ monitoring of water consumption and level in the tank,
+ impeller control to avoid idling.    

Reagents pumping into the preparation and dosing 
tank: 
+ level control, excluding the pump idling mode,
+ level control, excluding reagent overflow, as well as the 

formation of conditions for permitting work for transfer 
pumps,

+ automatic pump switching mode,
+ control of gate valves to exclude operation in closed 

conditions, 
+ impeller control to avoid idling.  



RPPS ACS is a single software and hardware 
complex, includes a three-level structure:
+ upper level – AWP and operator panel,
+ middle level – controller of the Simatic S7-

1500 series and I/O station,
+ lower level – sensors and transmitters as 

instrumentation with standard output signals.

General technology
The dissolving tank is supplied with water and 
reagent in dry form.
Dry reagent dosing is performed by means of a 
screw dispenser or by a special permission signal 
manually.

Water flows through the shut-off and control 
valves.
When the chamber is filled to the required level, 
the stirrer is activated and from this moment 
until the specified dissolution time expires, the 
preparation of the reagent solution begins.
If there is a free level in the preparation tank and 
the dissolution time has expired, a signal is 
generated to enable the operation of the transfer 
pumps from the dissolving tank to the 
preparation tank.. 
In the same manner, according to the algorithm 
as described above, the pump group functions 
which installed between the preparation tanks 
and the dosing platform.

Operator's workstation

The service panel allows :
+ display parameters and modes of units and 

assemblies of the reagent department in the 
form of dynamic screens,

+ control operating modes of actuators,
+ change scales and limits of analog 

parameters,
+ adjust the upper, lower range of alarms and 

warnings according to the technology,
+ archive process and instrumentation 

parameters

STRUCTURE AND GENERAL 
TECHNOLOGY
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